
NessControl
4Tactical C I System

+
4 Real-time, tactical C I system

+ Full Mission Support:
 - Planning, Preparation, Execution & Debriefing
 - Situation awareness, mapping, messaging, files and 
  pictures
 - Integrated live video streams from multiple surces

Typical Applications

+ Special forces
+ SWAT and police special units
+ Anti-terror units
+ Military tactical units
+ Homeland security forces
+ Border security and control
+ Municipal security
+ High-risk facility security
+ Event security
+ First-response unit management

Highlights
+ Comprehensive set of cutting-edge mapping tools and 
 other utilities
+ Management, editing, distribution and collection of data 
 in real time common operational picture
+ Real-time situation picture of own and enemy forces
+ Mission execution and control
+ Real-time intelligence data generation
+ Create action plans and adapt them on the fly to the 
 evolving situation
+ Unique architecture enables rapid implementation of 
 small to large deployments
+ Multiple-level system with superior flexibility and  
 scalability.
+ Runs on any PC, laptop, tablet or UMPC
+ Designed to operate in hostile, unstable and rugged 
 environments

+ Modular Design
 - Variety of hardware platforms
 - Multiple short and long range communication links
 - Connectivity to assorted sensors

+ Flexible and friendly tools to support a variety of 
 missions
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NessControl

+ Each station can receive and view up to 4 video streams 
 simultaneously
+ Analog & Digital video sources supported such as helmet 
 cameras, day optics, night vision,  riflescopes, IP cameras 
 and CCTV systems

Mutual data sharing and update
+ All information is fully shared between the system  
 stations at all levels
+ Situation awareness, text messages, graphic orders, files, 
 pictures and video
+ Ad-hoc, serverless architecture enables autonomous 
 operation of disconnected stations and full data sharing 
 when communications exist

Communication Management Module
+ Wide variety of communication networks such as tactical 
 radios, satellite communication, Wi-Fi, cellular, Tetra and 
 Ethernet
+ Dynamic routing and automatic multi-hop relay provide 
 connectivity between all stations
+ Up to 6 simultaneous active communications in each 
 station
+ Built-in encryption

After-action review
+ All operational information is recorded and available for 
 debrief

Key Capabilities

Mapping and Graphics
+ Ness's proprietary NTMDS GIS-based mapping engine
+ Raster, vector and orthophoto maps, commercial and 
 military formats
+ Real-time performance over low grade platforms
+ 2D & 3D terrain analysis

Navigation and Orientation
+ GPS positioning, navigation route planning and  
 execution, target interception, rules and alerts

Mission Management
+ Create a mission consisting of the relevant operational 
 data: routes, targets, events, orders and intelligence
+ Mission distributed to all participating forces for  
 execution and monitored in the field and in command 
 posts

Real-time Situation Picture
+ Forces positions and movements
+ Targets acquisition – manually or automatically by  
 sensors such as LRF devices.
+ Events reporting

Video capture and display
+ Each station is a video server that captures and 
distributes live video to other users located either at the 
command post or in the field

NessControl – Take Control In Your Hands
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TSG is a global provider of C4ISTAR solutions, With over four decades of experience. TSG specializes and has a proven 
track record in designing, developing, supplying and integrating advanced, comprehensive and highly innovative 
solutions and systems for the defense and homeland security sectors. Dedicated to delivering cutting-edge, best-of-
class solutions, TSG serves a diverse client base of governmental organizations worldwide. 
For more information about TSG, visit http://www.tsgitsystems.com.
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